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Dalton Cited For Violations; Fate WFUL 1
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The Alcoholic Beverage Control Board Thursday cited K. P.
Dalton, Sr., doing bailee's as K.
P.'s Liquor Store, Fulton. to show
cause why his retail hour a n d
package liquor licenses should not
be suspended or revoked.
The bearing was set for Frankfort next Wednesday, Dec. 2.
Dalton was cited on two counts
for failure to give the name and
address of persons interested in
the business and the nature of that
interest on his applications for retail licenses.
Specifically, the citations are
as follows:
I. "Violation of KRS 243.390. 1
(a) and 1 (b). More particularly,
you failed to give the name and
address of each person interested
in the business for which the license is sought together with the
nature of that interest on your ap-

plication for a retail package
liquor negate for the periods of
July 1, 1950 through June 30. 1980, filed with the Alcoholic Beverage Control Departstant en June
5, 1958 and June 2, 1999. Said person as partner was Robert H.
White.
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Just as the prisoners jailed therein, Fulton County's jailer wants "out." And thts week Earl Tibbs
elected to the position of jailer in the last county election got out by resigning his position.
Meanwhile Judge J. C. Bondurant appointed Buster
Shuck, a well-known and popular Fultonian to serve out
the unexpired term of Jailer Tibbs.
A series of circustances, chiefly financial, made the
position not only unprofitable, but a losing proposition
as well, Mr. Tibbs said.
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Not too long ago I was impressed with a thought-provoking sermon about Thanksgiving. My pastor cautioned about the tendency
we might have to prevail constantly upon the good Lord for
material things, while we often
fail to reflect upon our blessings
and to offer 'prayers in thanksgiving for the many wonderful
things that come to us even without asking.
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ANOTHER FEATHER IN THE FULTON HI CAP; The Quill and
Scroll citation of the Fulton High school newspaper, "The Kennel",
The appeal will be heard by the as an International First Place award winner brought smiles of satisState ABC Board, in Frankfort, at
faction to faculty and students alike this week. (Above): (from left):
1:30 p. m. The hearing will be in
Principal J. M. Martin of FHS, "Kennel" news editor Martha Herannex.
the State Office Building
ring, Mrs. C. R. Bennett, sponsor, holding citation; "Kennel" editor
In a local hearing on the matter
held at the Fulton City Hall on Wayne Anderson and Supt. of Schools W. L. Holland.
Monday, November 9th and conducted by Blackstone. the matter
of locating a liquor store in Highlands was voted down by residents, 40-0. Following the meeting,- Blackstone refused to approve application of L. C. Adams
to transfer the retail beer and
liquor licenses of the "Smokehome", owned by Adams, to a location near Foy's Motor Court.

Homras Granted Beer, Liquor
License For Kentucky Avenue
The Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board, Frankfort, hat announced
this week approval of•retail beer
and package liquor license for F.
A. and Fred Hoinra, doing business as "501 Liquors", and to be
located in Missionary Bottoms.
Approval of the disputed license was granted following a
recent Board bearing in Frankfort, at
ed by several who
protested
of a license in
the
Bottoms area for
various teasolle.
In its order lb. A-599 dated
November 20th. 1950 on this case.

As we observe another Thanksgiving Day in our busy lives we
hope. that as you read this little
column. after Thanksgiving, that
you review yesterday to see if you
truly spent the day in the manner for which it was intended.
I can always remember what
my mother used to say about casting your bread upon the waters
and it will come back in blessings.
And how right she was about that,
just as she was so right about
many, many things for which I
shall always be grateful. As I
write this column I cannot help
but think what a tremendously
fortunate person I am. While there
are so many days when I wonder
if a lot of things I do are really
worthwhile, I am quickly reminded that the jobs must be
done for a lot of little, wonderful people who are not able to do
them for themselves and I am
thankful that I have the health,
the will and the initiative to dothem with.
When I visit people in the hospitals, suffering from pain, I am
always thankful that I have the
health and the strength that they
do not have and wish of course
that theirs will be a speedy recovery.
Thanksgiving meant all the
more to me this year, not only
for all the blessings that I enjoy,
but because I had the opportunity
the other day to have the most
Cesithelied cat Poe Tea

the State ABC Board reported the
following:
The Board having heard all the
evidence submitted, considered
the same and sufficiently advised.
makes the following findings of
fact and conclusions of law.
A WELL-ORGANIZED TEAM: A school newspaper
‘
like a community newspaper. is a teamwork job. as these students will tell you.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. That there are five (5) alcoholic beverage licensed premises
closer to the AnUoch Baptist
Church than the proposed licensed
premises. There are two (2) package Liquor stores closer to the
Antioch Baptist Church than the
proposed licensed premises.
2. There was no 'ride-bee presented at the hearing to show that
the promises would cause a nuisa ace.
3. The reports and testimony of
the Department's Alcoholic Beverage Control Admini.tiator of
Fulton. Kentucky 'hewed that the
applicants and the premises qualified completely under the Alcoholic Beverage Control Statutes
and Regulations. Their testimony
further substantiated that the location was very desirable.
4. The letter of refusal issued
by the Honorable Morton Jett and
the Honorable W. L. Lyons, Jr.,
resulted strictly from a protest
being filed. Said letter of refusal
gave the protestants an opportunity to appear and to present their
side of the issues.
5. The testimony on behalf of
the protestants failed to substantiate any legal grounds for refusal to issue a retail package
liquor license and a retail beer license to F. A. and Fred E. Homra,
DBA 501 Liquors, for premises located at 501 Kentucky Avenue.
Fulton, Kentucky.

The story goes back to July
1958 when County Judge J. C.
Bondurant, issued an edict that
the county would not be responsible for paying the ration bill
for prisoners sent to the jail by
the City of Fulton. The county
judge says that under the law the
county is not responsible for such
ration expenditures; the Fulton
city attorney says that the City of
Fulton is not responsible. And for
more than a year now the county
jailer had fed the prisoners out of
his own pocket to the tune of

more than $1200. While County
and City of Fulton officials stand
"pat" on their legal versions, the
jailer filed suit this week against
the City of Fulton and Fulton
County for the monies due him for
prisoner rations.
And while the legal battles rage
on, Jailer Tibbs says that fewer
and fewer prisoners are being
sent to the county jail although
the City of Fulton continues to
send its prisoners to the county
jail when no fines are collected
from the prisoners, but where a

$51,836.00 In Christmas Club
Checks To Be Mailed Out Saturday
A whopping total of $51,836.00
in Christmas Club checks will be
mailed out to Fulton Bank Club
members Saturday, and should be
in the hands of their recipients by
Monday.

Number Forty-Seven

Smith Brown's
Death Grieves
Fulion County

The new club will start Monday,
Nov. 30, he said.

The total mailed out by the Ful(front row, I to r): Martha Herring, news editor; Wayne Anderson.
ton Bank last year was $54,000, e
editor: Bill Wade, editorial assistant: (back row, 1 to r): Judy Burton, the largest amount in the history
circulation mgr.; Cleta Beggs, sales mgr.; Kay Morris, sales mgr.; of the Bank.
Karen Dublin, managing editor; Lynn Bushart. advertising mgr.
The Christmas Club plan at
Fulton Bank was begun in 1951
with $28,000.

Fulton High Receives First
Place Award For School Paper

The Quill and Scroll. International Honorary Society for high
school journalists. has granted
Fulton High School. an International First Award, for distinctive achievements in scholastic
journalism, the annual examination of school newspapers conducted by Quill and Scroll Society through its Select Board of
Critical Service Judges.
The certificate was received by
the school this week.
The award was received on the
1958-59 publication of The Kennel, which is edited by Warren
Anderson, under the supervision
of Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett,
and published by the Fulton
County News.
Although there is one other
higher award, this is very good
for a small high school it was
pointed out.
The judges comment was: "For
a school your size you are doing
a fine job presenting the news

and views of Fulton High. You
are on a firm basis for staff organization and policies and we
look for steady and rapid progress.
'"The Kennel is a credit to a
school which evidently has a distinguished academic record."
Six copies - a year's publication - of The Kennel were submitted to the Quill and Scroll's
Critical Service last June.
Fulton High's newspaper received out of a possible 1.000 point
rating, a score of 853.
The first issue of The Kennel
was published in 1956. under the
direction of Mrs. Charles Burrown, English teacher. Mrs. Bennett, also an English teacher, has
been sponsoring the publication
since the fall of 1958.
Wayne Anderson, talented son
of Mrs. Mildred Anderson, and a
senior at Fulton High, has been
editor for the past two years. BeContinued on Pope me

big flood came.
Mr. Terry was then transferred
to Bedford, Ind., as Project Conservationist on a similar job, the
Leatherwood Creek Watershed
Demonstration Project. He was
there until the middle of 1940,
when he was transferred to
Evansville, Ind., as area conservationist on the first Soil Conservation District that was organized
in Indiana.
In 1941, he was returned to Paducah as area conservationist in
this area, then in 1942 his headquarters were moved to Mayfield,
where he has been stationed since.
Mr. Terry's area consists of 13
counties, the eight in the Purchase, Fulton. Hickman, Carlisle,
Ballard, McCracken, Marshall,
Calloway and Graves, and the five
across the Tennessee River, Trigg,
Caldwell, Lyon. Crittendon and
Livingston.
His duties have been the administration of the Soil Conservation Service program of work in
this area and the supervision of
technical personnel with approximately 35 Soil Conservation technicians working under his supervision.
Mr. Terry was born at Fulton
Nov. 22. 1894, son of William A.
and Kate Sauce= Terry. He was

jail sentence is in order.
The City of Hickman, also issued the edict by the County
Judge is paying for its prisoners
but Jailer Tibbs says that it is
apparent that many persons who
are convicted and given fines are
permitted to be released and I. 0.
U's taken for their fines. It is
cheaper, the jailer pointed out, for
a would-be prisoner to be released
with an "I. 0. U." than for that
person to be sent to the county
jail and his ration bill paid at the
rate of $1.75 per day. It is no uncommon occurrence, the jailer
said, for an habitual offender to
boast that he's "out on credit."
In discussing the situation at
the County Jail with Judge Bondurant he pointed out that his
ruling was made after he had received an opinion from the Attorney General's office in Frankfort. It is obvious that the suit
brought about by Jailer Tibbs will
test the law in the courts, he said.
In appointing Mr. Shuck to the
post of jailer, Judge Bondurant
said that Mr. Shuck had been serving as deputy jailer for sometime and had made an efficient
and conscientious officer. Mr.
Shuck has been planning meals,
the Judge said, and had shown an
exemplary attitude towards his
duties and responsibilities. Mr.
Shuck will operate the jail under
the terms stipulated by statute
and has not been granted any
special emoluments.

M. R. Jeffress, cashier of the
Fulton Bank, told The News that
this represents 542 Christmas Club
members.

M. R. lEFFRESS

News About South Fulton School
By Linda Rogers
After Hornbeak slipped past
South Fulton, 34-33, in the girls'
game Tuesday night, South Fulton rolled to a 74-54 victory in the
boys' half of a high school basketball doubleheader at Hornbeak.

been called down two days in a
row? Her mind must be wandering dawn to the typing room.

The bulletin board has been
having some interesting articles
pinned on it. Some of the students don't appreciate the fine
Patricia Denton with 14 led literature, but everyone else
Hornbeak's girls but lost scoring thinks its funny.
honors to Jane Peeples. who
A new club has been formed by
scored 15 for South Fulton.
Mr. Winston and Mr. Ramos. It's
for
the
victories
We've got three
a Science Club. They held their
boys, but only two for the girls first meeting Friday and elected
basketball team. Sure did regret officers as follows: Mike Martin.
losing the girls game with Dres- president; Jimmy Lowe, viceden. But, we'll come back for lots president; Kelly Reams, secretary
more victories, I'm sure.
and reporter; and Stephen Finch.
The Juniors and Seniors are treasurer.
having a dance after the ballIT'S A BOY
game with Rives this Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. John McClanahan
fun.
of
night. It will be lots
of Fulton announce the birth of
Who is the Freshman girl in an 8-1b., 10-oz. son born Wednesthird period Latin class that has day morning.

Norman Terry, Pioneer Conservationist, Retires From Service
By ()aids Jewell
Norman Terry, one of the pioneers in Soil Conservation, on January 2 will retire from the Federal Soil Conservation Service after
28 years of service as a Soil Conservationist.
For the past 18 years, Mr. Terry
has served as Area Soil Conservationist. with headquarters in
Mayfield.
In Fulton Mr. Terry lives on his
100-acre farm on Terry Road on
the east side of town. The homeplace has been in the family since
1823 and his ancestors, the Normans, owned all the land on which
East Fulton now stands.
Recently, Mr. Terry and Herbert Goulder. local businessman,
purchased the Plaza Court in
Highlands from Mr. and Mrs.
Tucker Brown, and Mr. Terry
plans to take over the management of the tourist court following his retirement next month.
Mr. Terry was superintendent
of the CCC Camps in Dawson
Springs. Madisonville, and Mayfield from 1933 through 1936, then
he was transferred to Paducah to
Massac Creek in McCracken
County on the Watershed Demonstration Project.
In 1937, while Mr. and Mrs.
Terry were living in Paducah, the
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Earl Tibbs Resigns As Jailer Citing
Failure of City toPay for Prisoner Meals

2. "Violation of: KRS 243.390. 1
(a) and 1 (b). More particularly,
you failed to give the name and
address of each person interested
in the business for which the license is sought together with the
nature of that interest on your application for a retail beer license
for the periods of July 1. 1958
through June 30, 1959 and July 1.
1959 through June 30, 1980, filed
with the Alcoholic Beverage Control Department on June 5, 1958
and June 2, 1959. Said person as
partner was Robert H. White."

ABC Board Will Hear Appeal Of
L C. Adams Application Tuesday
The appear of L. C. Adams of
Fulton from the order of W. M.
Blackstone, local ABC administrator, who refused to approve
Adams' application for a retail
liquor and beer license in Highlands, will be heard in Frankfort
next Tuesday, December lit.
Notice of the hearing was received here last weekend, and the
State Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board advises that any and all
persons who wish to register a
protest of the Highlands location
should appear personally in
Frankfort in order that their remarks may be entered into the
record of the hearing.

NEws

Fulton County was shocked and
grieved on Tuesday morning at
the sudden and untimely death of
popular Smith Brown. one of the
area's best know and beloved citizens. In apparent good health Mr.
Brown became ill about 4:30 a. m.
on Tuesday and died shortly after
being admitted to the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. Brown was one of those
lyre people who never met a
stranger. He was a devoted and
loyal a friend years after making
an acquaintance as he was the
very moment he met a person. His
ready smile and warm greeting
was sincere and cordial and his
loyalty and devotion to the welfare of his community was as evident as the deep feelings he had
for his family.
For many years a valued employee of the Fulton Pure Milk
Company he was widely known
among the farm people in West
Kentucky and Tennessee. He
counted each of them among his
friends and was ever mindful to
help them with their problems in
the field of farming and dairying.
His death is considered a great
and distinct loss to hundreds of
people who knew him and loved
him.
Services for Mr. Brown of
Water Valley, Route 1, a distributor of Pure Milk Co. in Fulton for about 18 years, were held
at 3 p. m. Wednesday, at the First
Methodist Church here. The Rev.
J. L. Leggett officiated. Burial
was in the Water Valley Cemetery.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Ozella
Weeks Brown; a son, Leroy Brown
of Fulton; a daughter, Mrs. Donald Heine of Sturgis, Ky.; two
half-sisters, Mrs. Lela Jones and
Mrs. Lillian Wiley, both of Hickman County; a half-brother. Rufus Seat of Detroit and three
grandchildren.
He was a member of the First
Methodist Church and the Elks
Lodge.

graduatd from Carr Institute in
191n from the University of
Kentucky, College of Agriculture
in I9.1.
After graduation from college
he returned home and farmed for
a year and was the first Meat Inspector in the City of Fulton.
In 1917 World War I broke out
and Mr. Terry enlisted in the U.
S. Air Force. He became a pilot,
receiving his pilot's training in
Foggia, Italy. He served on the
Italian front attached to the First
Italian Bomber Squadron for six
months and in that service he reBy Bill Hays
ceived the Italian War Cross. a
medal for his distinguished servTHANKSGIVING 1959
ice.
I
remember
meeting a man who
Following his discharge on Dec.
became blind as a reSult of a
31, 1918, he returned to his fatragic automobile accident. It was
ther's farm at Fulton and farmed
a warm Spring day as we sat on
until he went into the Federal
his front porch, and the brightSoil Conservation Service in 1933.
ness of the sun radiated cheerMr. Terry married Miss Laverne
fulness.
Cheek, daughter of Prof. and Mrs.
"Sometimes tragedy brings man
J. C. Cheek of Fulton in 1920.
to his treated challenge." he said.
They have a daughter, Mrs. Char"You never know how much
lotte Ivey of Fort Campbell, Ky.,
strength you have until you realand a son. W. C. Terry of Tampa,
ly need it"
Florida.
"What do you mean?" I said.
Mrs. Ivey's husband, Lt. Col.
"After the accident I Wall in
Robert H. Ivey is Judge Advocate
deep despair because, being a
at Fort Campbell. W. C. Terry has
draftsman. I could no longer work
Confessed on rags Tea
(Oentismed en Page 10)
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Some Take all the Rope they can get
the FCC have been lax in their enFederal laws and regulations curbseemingly giving license
forcement,
newspapers
by
ing certain practices
and broadcasters
publishers
some
for
in
been
long
have
and radio stations
whatever they
do
and
ahead
go
to
regulathese
cases
existence. In all
caught.
are
until
they
please
d
n
a
Press
the
to
known
tions are
This element of "taking all the rope
Radio alike, although in many cases
you can get" has caught up with the
they are blithely ignored in the abTelevision industry, which kept inchpence of any apparent effort to ening furthur and furthur out on the
force them.
Take, for instance, the law gover- limb of deceit until it was caught.
Once the government's attention is
ing lotteries. A lottery is a drawing
directed along these channels, we
involving a prize which is drawn by
an expect close scrutiny directed at
lot, limiting its potential winners to
media along rules-infractions of
all
those who have bought something, or
any types.
paid something, or given some kind
Following the TV-deceit revelainlottery
of a "consideratio9." A
tions
comes the disclosure that certain
prize,
chance,
volves three elements:
have been accepting
"disc-jockeys"
of
these
any
If
and donsidelration.
table to plug certain
the
under
money
scheme
the
is
missing,
three elements
recording comcertain
of
records
if
hand,
other
the
On
lottery.
a
not
is
panies. In other words, the "top 10"
all three are present, however well
this week may actually be the "10
they may be covered up, the scheme
worst", but enough long green under
remains a "lottery".
the table converts any tune to a top
Lotteries are banned from the
mails by the Post Office Department, spot. In New York one disc jockey of
alleged prominence has been fired; in
meaning that no newspaper may
Detroit several others, caught in the
carry advertising or mention of such
Whirlpool, have lost their jobs this
a scheme under penalty of losing its
valuable second-class mailing permit. 'week.
Will the government next turn itLikewise, lotteries are banned from
self
to the newspapers? No newspaper
the air by the Federal Communicawill worry about it if it is observing
tions Commission, under penalty of
the
laws. Those who are not, and get
losing the broadcasting license.
as they deliberately and knowcaught
Then how come we still hear lottheir noses at the laws,
thumb
ingly
tery schemes broadcast, and see lotyell when the time
to
ones
the
are
tery advertising in some newspapers?
comes.
Post
office
and
Simply because the
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

America's Hidden Illness
By Dennis McGenty, Executive
Director National Committee on
Alcoholics, Inc.
With four and a half million alcoholics, the United States has the largest alcoholism rate in the world. Only
twave per cent of these peopile,
however, are found on skid row; 88
percent of our alcoholics are hidden
sufferers living next door to you, in
the apartment above you, the house
down the street. One out of every five
and a half of them is a woman. Is it
any wonder then this is considered a
major national health problem!
ALCOHOLISM is a triple clises.p.p.
physical, mental and spiritual. The
tragedy of alcoholism has baffled our
thinking for over two thousand years
because we have never treated the alcoholic patient as a whole. We have
treated only one-third of his illness
at a time, and so, still two-thirds unhealed, he has relasped again and
again.
Defeated and despaired of, the alcoholic victim himself, with his fellow outcasts, only two decades ago
distilled from his own bitter experience a remedy which finally treats
the patient as a whole. This is the
way of life prescribed by Alcoholics
Anonymous in its Twelve Suggested
Steps of Recovery.
TO BEGIN, the sobered alcoholic
must avoid, not the second or tenth,
but the very first drink — one day at
a time if need be. For, sooner or later,
it is the first drink that sets into gear
the inevitable physiological craving
for more and more. This twenty-four
hour resistance protects him against
the physical third of his\illness.
Next he must learn to discipline his
emotions and intellect. This implies a
whole re-education of thinking and
emotional reactions, in order to treat
the second third of his illness — the
psychological side.
TO DO these things, he must acTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
.1 PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
judging
In 1954 Kentucky Press AssociationMontan
IS
Also dossed plebes In ISM sod Zonorside
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cept himself in humility as he is
through what AA calls a "persona
inventory" of his adequacies and inadequacies, and he must walk with
his hand in the hand of God. Thus he
treats the last third of his illness.
If, however, 200,000 alcoholics in
the world have recovered, why in America alone are four and a half million of them still hidden away in
tragedy-haunted homes?
IT IS because the social stigma attached to the alcoholic has blinded
most people to the full three-fold nature of the disease. In fact, the saddest offenders are most often the
family, even those who want desperately to do the right thing. Although
the alcoholic's core illness is a deep
sense qtjnadequacy, insecurity, and
self-depreciation, the family's attitndes toward him or her are often so
wrong, so defeating, that they perpetuate the very need-to-escape
which drives the alcoholic to drink.
Alcoholics Anonymous helps those
alcoholics who acknowledge their
problem and want to do something
about it. AA Family Groups throughout the world help the members of
families who recognize and accept the
problem by helping them to help
themselves.
THANKSGIVING
Gratitude to God makes even a
temporal blessing a taste of heaven.
—William Romaine
most acceptable to
worship
The
God comes from a thankful and
—Plutarch
cheerful heart.
Is not that the truest gratitude
which strives to widen the horizen of
human happiness which has gladden—Henry Codman Potter
ed us?
While no offering can liquidate
one's debt of gratitude to God, the
fervent heart and willing hand are
not unknown to nor unrewarded by
—Mary Baker Eddy
Him.
A proud man is seldom a grateful
man for he never thinks he gets as
much as he deserves.
—H. W. Beecher
SUCCESS
The only time you mustn't fail is
the last time you try..
Success in life depends upon persistent effort, upon the improvement
of moments more than upon any
other one thing.
—Mary Baker Eddy
No life is wasted unless it ends in
sloth, dishonesty and cowardice.
—Thomas Huxley

stone.

TRICTLY BUSINESS

by IsleFeetters

At this time of year there are
thousands of jobs around the Wm
to be done before winter sets in.
You will say "I will get to that
next week." When next weak arrives you could say "I sure wish I
had done that last week."

MOM 00•1111111INTAL
Ashland is the home of the American good Festival each June
when roik singers from all over
the nation gather to sing old Anglo-Saxon Ballads.

CA1LEIT1011710
Catlettsburg, where Use Ohio
NEVER BURN A FIELD to get and Big Sandy Rivers meet, was
rid of weeds. You will destroy once the world's largest centm of
valuable organic matter and kill hardwood timber.
few weeds. This organic matter
TRW FORKS
cannot be purc.haied in a bag of
10-10-10. The ashes remain —
The three forks of the Kenyour organic substances went up tucky River come together at
in smoke. Organic matter is na- Beettyville to form the main
tures only motto' of rebuilding stream.
soil and, when we work against
nature, we are fighting • losing
cal planter, contact your County
battle. About the only thing you
Agent, Farm Advisor, Conservakill in burning a field is your tionist or District Forester.
time.
If you just have to smoke Ws have complete stocks
around and in barns, keep a
bucket of sand close by to stick
your smoke in. This will extinguish the fire completely whereas
for HOME and FARM
by grinding it out with your foot
could leave a spark that could deMachines
stroy 10 years of hard work.
It will not be long until tree
BENNETT ELECTRIC
planting time. If you would like a
FULTON
demonstration with our mechani- PHONE 201

Dayton V-Belts

practicaNy eiimisatod losing at die
water fountainr

FED UP WITH

Turning Back The Clock— I

Flame-Blackened

A meeting of the Fulton Baseball Association was held Tuesday
night at the Rainbow Room and
K. P. Dalton was re-elected president of the Board of Directors. He
was elected by proclamation.
H. H. Bugg was elected vicepresident and W. W. Evans was
re-e lected secretary treasurer
Others elected to serve on the
Board of Directors were K. R.
Lowe, Abe Jolley. Foad Homra,
Dr. M. W. Hawes, Bailey Huddleston and A. B. Newhouse.
The Lions Club style show. with
business men modeling ladies
clothes, was staged at the Fulton Theatre Wednesday night. W.
I. King, wearing a navy blue suit
with matching hat and rolled
hose. won first place and was
given a prize.
J. L. Seven Jr., assistant to the
L C. trainmaster in Fulton for the
paid few months, has been transferred to Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson of
Paducah, Ky., spent the weekend
here.
Fred Hamra of Haiti. Mo., spent
the weekend with relatives in
Fulton.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Binford announce the birth of a daughter, Nell fall, born Monday in
the Fulton Hospital.

POTS AND PANS?

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Ferrell
announce the birth of a daughter.
Marguerite, born Saturday in the
Weakley County Hospital, Martin.
Term.

You

"W

A barn belonging to John
Thompson. about one _mile west
of Riceville, was completely destroTecl by fire about 5:30 last
Friday afternoon.
Shelby Davis, 42, agent for the
Standard Oil Company in Murray,
formerly of Fulton. was accidently
killed last Thursday when his gun
discharged, striking him in the
chest and abdomen.

rnonly clipper are: First, the
head and tail, cropping the switch
hock high, then the rear udder
and fore udder. Next, clip as far
as can be reached under the belly
and run a mark with the clipper
on its edge from the milk well to
the hook bone and clip the flank
to this line and your three stripes
up the back and you are through.
Not too long ago we held a demonstration of clipping in relation
to bacteria count in Hopkins
County. I would like to give you
the results. This dairyman was
doing a fair job with his equipment and, before we clipped his
herd, his raw count was 160,000
and the pasteurized count 8,100.
After we had clipped his herd, we
waited 10 days a.nd took another
look at the bacteria count. The
raw count was 84.000 and the
pasteurized count was 400. The
tests were carried out without the
dairyman's knowledge.
We are sure of one thing about
clipping the cows—if you are doing a good job everywhere, it will
reduce your bacteria count. Clean
milk is essential to a healthy nation.

Wish AM PRYOR
Avidled Y44046 rand 0.61.0
Clipping—The Sere Way
To Cleaner Milk
The clipping of dairy cows is
one of the essentials of dairying.
Clean, pure milk can seldom be
producted from udders with long
hair. It is almost impossible to
sterilize an udder with long hair
in the short time most of us have
in preparing a cow for milking.
Most graded milk markets require
producers to practice clipping,
however, whether you are selling
milk on the fluid market for
manufactured milk or just using
the milk at home, you need to clip
your COWS.
Many smaller dairymen have
some problems in producing milk
FIRE SEASON
as well as the larger herds, so we
shall look at some of the advantFall is a most beautiful season.
ages of clipping and maybe some
In fact I think the colorful and
of your problems will be recognizrestful effect makes it the best
ed. First, clipping reduces sediseason of all, that is until springment by removing dirt catching
time. The horror of fall is that
hair; next, clipping lowers bacFIRE can change a golden counbacteria
harbors
teria count. Hair
tryside to charcoal gray with very
as well as dirt and bacteria canlittle effort on our part. True
not be strained from milk. Clip- enough, fire is difficult to prevent
ping saves time and labor. Because
in some cases, but on the other
the hair is short, it is easy to clean hand they are even more of a
se
bactericidal
udders with a
problem to extinguish. Lets think
tion. This makes the job of groom- of a few simple rules of on-theing in preparation for milking farm protective measures.
much faster, easier and more
First. a fire lane is a must apleasant. Clipping helps control
lice. Tests made at the University round the woodslot. It doesn't take
of Wisconsin prove that over-all long with a tractor to make a few
clipping is a very definite aid in rounds with a plow or disk. This
controlling lice. We do not clip all will insure your wooded area from
most ground fires. If you have sod
the cow in this area, but the three
or four stripes up the back of the fields near a road, it would be
cow will give a great deal of con- well to make a fire lane around
trol since this area is commonly the field, especially along the
called the highway of the lice. By road. What little time is spent
this. it is a proven fact that the building fire lanes and the loss of
lice travel to the moisture sources sod you will destroy will not comvia this route. When this area is pare with the loss encountered, if
clipped, entomologist's say the lice the field burns over. It is a good
Idea to make a fire lane around
leave.
The areas of the cow most corn- old buildings used as hay or grain
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James Campbell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. S. E. Campbell, suffered a
broken arm in • fall at the Mayfield-Fulton football game here
Friday. James is a member of the
Fulton band and was running
across the field when he fell
down.

"Higher Altitudes" was the subject of the sermon preached by
Rev. Woodrow Puller in the vesper services Sunday at the First
Baptist Church.
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to oo ELECTRIC range
and
. clean ELECTRIC cooking
Install A Now Elactrk Rang* or Dryer And

We'll help pay your wiring bill

OR

For speech 240-volt ulettrk Immobilise/ion
washer-dryer, dryer or rouge installed
I. the home of a K.U. customer between September 1
and December 15, 1459, the
Conspany will pay the
customer $35 for cluinglug from 2-wire to 3-wire
100-ampere service, or $15
for lestalling a sew dryer
or rouge circuit.

Less thaw a penny a meal per person is oll
you pay to cook the clean, automatic, electric way. This is the average cost
with our low electric rates.

Soo Your Doctor
Or Our Local Managor

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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George Burnette, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Burnette of Fulton, was
shown in a picture of the Urii•
versity of Louisville basketball
team in Sunday's Courier-Journal
Magazine. George is a member of
the team.
I

understand

that Win and
This week I noticed some construction work going on at the BoPeep Motel. I hear that 12 new
rooms are being added to the
motel, which is located in South
Fulton on the Martin Highway.

di stocks

Nis

FARM

MIMIC
FULTON

Henry Whitnel are really enjoying their confinement in a Memphis Hospital. The two local brothen had the urns type of operation the same day and are in
the same room. At the hospital
they are known as "The Whitnel
Boys."

Iral710
law down
sett rasy Tams

BENNETT ELECTRIC

the first scene in our story. Fulton
Is located on the Kentucky-Tennessee border. It is headquarters
for our Packet Seed Division. Vital information is transmitted
concerning crop s, inventories,
sales, and other important Company business.
"Betty Lou Thomas and 11:1
Wanda Lawson edit TWX messages originating from Fulton.
"Betty Lou Thomas started with
Ferry-Morse in March of this
year. She began her career working for Charles Pawlukiewicz in
Personnel. In June she was transferred to Packet Sales as Secretary. Mrs. Thomas and husband
Charles have one daughter, Teresa
Ann, age twelve. Betty Lou's favorite hobbies are golf and bridge.
El Wanda Lawson graduated
from Fulton High School and attended Murray State College. She
joined F-M in June of 1959 as a
typist in Packet Sales.

In the November issue of "Plant
Life", published monthly by the
Ferry-Morse Seed Co. fur the F-M
Family. on page one is a picture
of two local women who are employed there. They are Betty Lou
Thomas and El Wanda Lawson. A
portion of an article headed "This
is Ferry-Morse Calling" reads:
"By Delta Airlines from Detroit
to Paducah, Kentucky, and then
by motor from this southern point,
we travel to Fulton, Kentucky for

WHITNEL
Funeral Home

f.PN

"It COSTS NO MORE
TO HAVE THE BEST"
We Have Funeral Soevkies in
Price Ranges to Fit Your
Financial Circumstances.
You Will Not Find Prices More
Reasonable Anywhere in
this Area.

MAXIMUM
SAFETY
•

Cadillac Ambulance Service

4

•
414 .4

Oxygen Equipped
"When You Call Us
To Serve You"

Call 88
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On page five of the Ferry-Morse
magazine starts an article entitled
"Fulton Fill-Ins". The article
reads:
Bill Bredow of the Detroit Accounting Department arrived on
September 28 to do some special
work. Frank Busse, Systems Manager from the Mountain View office, and Gus Ryan, Detroit Office
Manager, arrived September 30 to
go over procedures and also get
material ready for the Inventory
Control Meeting. Secretary Rex
Grabill and his assistant, Owen
!Payne. from Detroit were here
for several days. On October 12.
Hugh Dundas, of the Detroit. Bulk
Sales Department, arrived to help
on some technical matters in the
Sales Promotion Department —
billing national chain stores, etc.
We certainly appreciate their fine
help.
Mary Stark of the Shop Order
Department left on October 10, to
await a visit from the Stork.
We welcome several newcomers
this month — Guinell Tucker,
Sales Promotion; Martha Weeks,
Traffic Department. Betty Jane
Saxon and Hannah Dobson, Shop
Order Department.
Dorothy Hopkins. her husband
Harold, and son Rickey, spent the
past week-end in Detroit. Unfortunately, they had an automobile accident, but no one was
seriously injured. Dorothy did
Mile in with an interesting
"limp".
Sales Promotion Manager DeRhette Greene received an important document via mail on October 14 — a commission as a

The finest display that has ever been :hewn in
Western Kentucky.... not only for Christmas,but for
every day!

g

Kentucky Colonel "You all" can
Imagine how delighted DeRhette
was, as it realizes a life-long ambition. A big, once-a-year function
for Kentucky Colonels is their annual meeting at the Kentucky
Derby.
Collection Manager Jack Hall
was in Detroit recently. Together
with his wife. Grace, and her father, they motored south to Fulton to settle in their new home.
Agnes Chmura, Statistical Department, took another part of her
vacation, travelling to and from
New Orleans via the ICRR — City
of New Orleans from Fulton. By
plan, she met Irene Simmons, of
the Detroit Personnel Office, and
they "did the town" — French
Quarter. Greyline Sight-Seeing
Tour, interesting restaurants, and
all the rest — as bachelor girls
will do.
My car was almost hit by a
train Friday morning at the
Browder Crossing at the north end
of Carr Street. I pulled up on the
crossing. Mother yelled as a train
came in sight. It was right up on
us. I slammed on the brakes and
backed off the tracks as the train
whistle was blowing. Were we
scared! It seems like the railroad
would have a flagman at the
crossing at all times when a train
is coming, as there are no lights.
On some occasions they do. To go
onto the crossing from Carr Street
you have to go up a hill awl make
a turn at the same time and if the
train isn't making any noise you
don't hear it and you can't see
It coming from the north until you
are up on the tracks.
Another dangerous place for
motorists is the Highway 45-Fairview Avenue intersection on
cemetery hill. Your view is partially blocked on the left when you
are trying to get onto the By-Pass
by a high hedge and a highway
sign which you have to look under
to see oncoming cars. I have almost gotten hit several times at
this place on my daily trips to the
radio station.

the Yule season. Also, some decorations are up in Mayfield stores.
Christmas parties are already
starting, also. The B&PW's Christmas party will be at their next
regular meeting Tuesday night.
Dev. 1, at Smith's, and several
church parties are planned for the
first of the month, too.
Don't forget the rock and roll
dance on Saturday night at the
YMBC club rooms on Lake Street.
The dance is being sponsored by
the Jaycettes of Fulton and everyone is invited, especially the teenagers.
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telling of an honor recently beby the boss.
Sorry, the paper was late. Hope stowed upon her young daughSor. Bonnie.
you get it on time this week.
Wrote Meryle, "We had a
There's one young boy in town surprise last Friday. Jack and I
who dearly loves his big brother. went to school to see Bonnie bewho is away at college.
ing tapped for the National Honor
Society. Was so thrilling. Bonnie
Recently, at a Cub Scout meetdidn't know anything about it
ing the Cubs were being asked by
and she was really thrilled. Only
their leaders what they were
10 students out of the whole
thankful for — as it was just beschool made it, and we were very
fore Thanksgiving.
proud."
Young Gordon Jones' answer
We would like to congratulate was: "I'm thankful for Johnny's
the Fulton High band members education."
and majorettes on the fine job
they have been doing. They have
A few days later, Gordon, his
been putting on some fine exhi- brother and his parents, Mr. and
bitions at the games and we Mrs. Stanley Jones, were enroute
understand that they have been to Memphis to attend the Ole
working very hard.
Miss-Tennessee football game,
where they were to meet Johnny,
A new enclosed office has been a freshman at Ole Miss, when
completed for John Sullivan, Stanley gave his two young sons
Clarence Moline. Howard Humph- a dollar each for spending money.
ries and Cecil Thetford. The lo- Gordon was asked what he was
cation is just inside the plant and going to do with his money, and
close to the office. It now gives guess what his answer was? "I'm
them a central point of operation. going to give it to Johnny!"
Get well wishes to — Betty
Lou Thomas, Packet Sales SecreDon't know what we would do
tary; Packet Salesman Troy Snid- without the young lady, Miss
er, who recently underwent an Janice Davis, our Fulton High
Fells true up to 3fast la dlo
operation at Memphis; Margaret columnist Every few afternoons
motor.Cut? le tress In MS
Robertson of Dept. 2708 — and after school Janice comes by the
Valda Puckett of Dept. 2708.
seconds. Only let pounds.
office and volunteers her services
Fenian Heasoins
Montea Kimbei ana Margaret for any job we would like for her
Peeples of Dept 2707 have return- to do. That gal is a smart cookie!
My.•mum DUSONNIA110111
ed to work after recent operaaml
°FOS Foam
tions. They are coming along fine.
Received a letter from MerPersonnel Manager Charles yle Helms, former Fulton resiPawlukiewicz is hobbling about dent now living with her Army
these days like a football "casual- officer-husband and children at
Phone 112
ty". The upper front part of an Fort Meade, Md.. and she was 2117 E. 4th
old shoe has been cut out for easy
mop'
treading.

Os Every Fent
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Barnette Tractor Co.

Have you called or visited your
parents recently? Have you checked lately to see if there is anything they need? This is something we should all do. I don't do
everything that I should for my
parents, but I try, and it grieves
me no end when I talk with elderly people who receive no attention
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. at all from their children.
Carl Summerville of Wing, who
celebrated their foOth wedding anChristmas is near, and when our
niversary Nov. 26, with open thoughts turn to gifts for those
house from 1:30 p. m. to 4 p. m. at we love, let us also think of those
their home on Wingo Route 2. less fortunate than ourselves.
They have lived at the same site
during the entire fifty years of
What a week, last week was!
their marriage.
Hope we never have another. We
had so much trouble we were a
A crew of Kentucky Utilities day late in getting out the paper.
men got busy early Monday morn- Was planning to have either 14
ing putting up the Christmas or 18 pages. but had to cut to 12.
lights in downtown Fulton. I do The linotype machine went haybelieve that Christmas comes wire and the only man in the
around earlier each year. Pretty area who could fix it, was gone
soon, we'll be having Christmas from his Clinton shop for the day.
in July. Was over at Union City We went a day and a half without
Monday morning and some of the it Then, the melting pot blew up,
stores were already decorated for but that was fixed in a short time

DID YOU KNOW?
If you are a U. S. Veteran of any of the wars,
which OUT country has been engaged, that your
Honorable Discharge entitles you to a flag to drape
the casket and a $250.00 burial allowance, also
other benefits which you check over with the Veterans' Administration office. Be sure your Honorable Discharge is handy where your family can get
it quick'y in the event of an emergency.
We are service officers for the American Legion
and will be glad to assist you with any problems
related to Veterans Benefits.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 7
35 Years Continous Service
WE SERVE TO SERVE AGAIN

They're new! They've just arrived... and they're specially priced!
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Barton's takes all I h e
guess work" out of Christmas shopping; even though
you send someone else, you
may feel sure that you will
get what you want.

for ALL purposes! • Solids and colorful plaids! • Covered in good
quality, cloth-reinforced plastic that is ideal for TV lounging, dining,
playing! • Adjustable back • Ideal extra beds • Comfortable coil
springs

Ji&

Is all
slice cost
rates.

o cross
tut:peso

For your DEN — — for your PLAYROOM — — basement — —

5'
S.

'ANY

Robes — Knox Hats — Jarman
Shoes — Holeproof Hose — McGregor Sportswear — Manhattan
Furnishings — Hickok Jewelry
and belts — Style Mart Clothes —
Our own make down-town clothes
— Topcoats, car coats, suburban
coats.

BARTON'S
CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
• MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY •
South side of Squar•

Each TV Couch a $69.50 value, anywhere

OUR SPECIAL
PRICE, ONLY
CO.Citaii9e

A PAIR
49•50FOR
$89.50

qui:4140e

Ca.
Phase 35

307 COMMERCIAL AVENUE
"
..414,14

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

A. C. BUTTS 81 SONS

BENNETT'S DRUG STORE

Phone 651

Paschall Street

Phone 11

211 Main Street

FEED MILL

Compliments Of

FULTON LAUNDRrrit

Browder Milling Co., Inc.

Phone 9128

Phone 900

112 E. State Line

Compliments

Compliments Of

GILLUM TRANSFER CO.

CB & Q TIRE CO.

Phone 555

116 Plain

Tim

"We Appreciate Your Business"

Compliments Of

115 Carr Street

PRESENTING

303 Reed Street

1959-60 Baske
Of FULTON 1111

Phone 947
Compliments Of

Fulton Wholesale Florist
Union City Highway — Phones 803-3 - 802 - 778

SOUTIISME DRUG STORE
Phone 40

125 E. State Line

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Phone 447

Lake Ext.

V

Baldridge' 5, 10, 25c Store
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street

Hendon Wright, Prop.

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

Fulton Roofing 81 Insulation Co.
Phone 557

College Street
Compliments Of

COLP WHOLESALE CO. 138 McDowellPhone 1880
Richard Myatt, Mgr.

(Above, from left: Bill Burnett*, Joe Bennett, Morrell Davis and Roy Morrow. Burnette, Davis and
Morrow are the only three lettermen returning from

THE FULTON BANK
Lake Street

Phone 2

last year.

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Highway 45 & 51 By-Pass
Charles Reams. Mgr.

Compliments Of

"THE BUL

Compliments Of

SAWYER'S MARKET
We have plenty of parking space at our new
location in Highlands.
Phone 75
Fred Sawyer,Prop.

K. P. DALTON Linn STORE
408 Lake Street

Fad.

1959=60 Basketbal

Phone 482

Compliments Of

Dewey Johnson Ins. Agency

ROGELS GROCERY
Phone 500

323 Carr Street

Phone 408

422 Lake Street

ATTEND

Compliments Of

WADE FURNITURE CO.
Phone 103

112 Lake Street

Atkins, Holman & Taylor
INSURANCE COMPANY

429 E. State Line

Phone 808

HOME
Compliments Of

BEN FRANKLIN

GAME

VARIETY STORE
Phone 5

208 Main Street

EVERY

Dixie Mobile Milling Company

After the basketball games drop by —

Phone 158

200 Lake Street

During the

Compliments Of

THE HICKORY LOG

LAKE STREET Liana STORE

Located on E. Fourth Street — Meet the gang for
a late snack.
You Are Always Welcome.

Across from Coca-Cola Plant
Phone 320
Lake Ext.
Mack Ryan, Prop.

Adams Brothers Body Shop
"The Best In Service"
John and James Adams, Prop.
Phone 9153
Paschall Street - South Fulton
Visit

Compliments Of

322 Walnut Street

Phone 132

After the Ballgames Visit —

THE LITTLE BREEZY

Sales & Service
Pontiac — Rambler — GMC Truck
Phone 1267
W. State Line
Molly King, Prop.

on the Union City Highway
Plate Lunches — Sandwiches — Steaks — Fish
Barbecue — Good Homemade Pies
Lorene Frankum, Mgr.

Make your RESERVATIONS now for your
CHRISTMAS PARTIES for either in our upstairs
dining room or the TERRACE ROOM downstairs.

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK

South Fulton, Tenn.
Sonny Puckett and Stanley Jones, Owners

Season

Kentucky Hardware & Implement
Company

KING MOTOR COMPANY

Park Terrace Restaurant

1959-60

"The oldest Bank in Fulton County, giving
continuous community service to the Twin-Cities
area since 1897"
MEMBER: F. D. L C.
MEMBER: Federal Reserve System

GOOD LUCK, TEAM!From ....

FRY'S SHOE STORE
Red Goose — Grace Walker
John C. Roberts Shoes
Lake Street

Fulton

Dec.1,Tuesday,Wing°
Dec.5,Saturday,Tilghman
Dec.8,Tuesday,Fulton Conn]
Dec. 11, Friday, South Fulton
Dec. 15, Tuesday, Benton
Dec. 17, Thursday, North Mai
Jan. 8, Friday, Cuba
Jan. 15, Friday, Hickman Co.
Jan. 19, Tuesday, Murray
Jan. 22, Friday, Carlisle C01111
Jan. 26, Tuesday, South Fu:
Jan. 29, Friday, Cuba
Feb. 2, Tuesday, Sedalia
Feb. 4, Thursday, South Mar
Feb.9,Tuesday,Hickman Col
Feb.12,Friday,Fulton Count
Feb.16,Tuesday,Wing°
Feb. 19, Friday, Mayfield
Feb. 23, Tuesday, Ballard 141
All Home Games Start at

Compliments Of

--THE

JOE C. POWELL LIME CO.
Key Street

H. D. STANFIELD
GULF DISTRIBUTOR

Phones 322 & 313
Page Street

asketball Team
HIGH SCHOOL

Phone 923
Compliments Of

DUKE'S AUTO PARTS CO.
205 E. State Line

Phone 910

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
302 Can Street

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

EVANS DRUG CO.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

The Rexall Store
Lake Street

Phone 7

Phones 95 - 795

Eddings Street

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

Highlands Texaco Service Station
Phone 106

On By-Pass
Charles King, Prop.

MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
Collinwood - South Fulton

Phone 693

Phone 49

KIDDIE SHOP

GARDNER'S STUDIO
218 Commercial

Phone 88

Park Ave.

Phone 1235

Compliments Of
(Above, from left): Kenneth Bradley, Ladd Stokes.
Hal Warren. Ronnie Winston. Jerry House and

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Street

Runt.

Phone 35

BRIIIMIGE SAUSAGE CO.
51 By-Pass

Phone 134

Robert Graham, Prop.

FIELDS SERVICE STATION

ULLDOGS"

W.State Line

Phone 9163
Clyde Fields, Prop.

REED BROS.FEED & SEED CO.
413 College Street

Compliments Of

There
Here
Here
There
There
There
Here
There
Here
There
Here
There
Here
There
Here
There
Here
Here
There

me Games Start at 7:00(B Team).

J. W. Robertson Gulf Service Sta.

National Travelers Insurance Agent
Box 315 — Phone 1185

ay,Wingo
,Tilghman
esday,Fulton Canty
-day, South Fulton
esday, Benton
ursday, North Marshall
riday, Cuba
riday, Hickman County
uesday, Murray
riday, Carlisle County
uesday, South Fulton
riday, Cuba
uesday, Sedalia
ursday, South Marshall
esday,Hickman County
riday,Fulton County
uesday,Wmgo
riday, Mayfield
uesday,Ballard Memorial

Compliments Of

BOB HYLAIID

0 Basketball Schedule

AT-WINGO
TUESDAY
NIGHT
DECEMBER 1st
AND THE FIRST
HNC GAM
SATURDAY,DEC.5th

KILLEBREW FLORIST
Compliments Of

Union City Hwy.

Robert Goodwin, Prop.
207 6th Street

Compliments Of

Gossum Welding & Repair Shop
Phone 691

Mayfield Hwy.

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Second Street

Rev. John Laida, Pastor

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
81 EXCHANGE STORE

White Way Service Station

207 Church Street

109 Paschall

Phone 9145

Phone 185

J. L GROOMS & SONS
PIPELINE DISTRIBUTORS

WOOD & PRUITT TELEVISION
300 Walnut Street

21

Phone 723

Use DX BORON — the rocket fuel for
rocket starting in the winter time!

THE HOUSE OF MUSIC

4

Phone 261

Phone 137

J & J DX Service Station

HAROLD BARER

Phone 145

WATSON CO.

FULTON MARKET

Electrical and Television Repair
Phone 207
Walnut Street
Milton & Thomas Exum, Props.

-

Twin City Home Improvement

Phone 53

Exum RADIO & T V SHOP

JACK LOWE

Phone 1929

406 Main Street

Flowers — Gifts
Commercial Ave.

Mears Street

Martin Highway — South Fulton, Tenn.

Eddings Street

Fulton, Ky.

Compliments Of

ATTEND THE
FIRST
GAME
of the SEASON

Phone 620

Singer Sewing Machines — Sales & Service
Pop, Country and Religious Sheet Music
Musical Instruments
Samuel Philips, Owner
205 Commercial Ave.
Phone 483

Compliments Of

SMALLNAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Phone 502
Compliments Of

TWIN CITIES RECORD SHOP
Sylvania TV Dealer — Records of all Kinds
Stereo Record Players
Bill Speed. Owner
Phone 73
Commercial Ave.
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ialtion
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equate records of their sales so ing process. Liming the soil pre- bales ginned clover 1958.
the "Hottest" Doll on the marke
service.
About ,90% of the soybeans
that they will be able to make pares the ground for better crop
at $4.88
proper applications for payment production. As we know, best have been combined. Farmers
Antennas Installed
next spring under the wool in- crop production requires the use wanting the new "Hood" variety
centive program, Obion County of fertilizers carrying nitrogen, l&e it much better than Ogden.
Agriciultural Stabilization and phosphate and potash, and some- Beans do not "pop out" nearly
•I•1 4,/•
• • "•••.; •
w••/.
Conservation Committee Chair- times other plant foods just as as bad.
,O(M.
today.
man Vaughn urged
shaving requires a razor in addAbout 90% of the corn has been
Fishes
sales record for lambs sold ition to the lather. To use fertil- harvested. Fields too wet now,
The
Phone 307
200 LaktStreet
306 Main Street
must inclute the name of the izer on acid soils without,using many farmers using two tractors
lime to correct the acidity is like to pull pickers. Corn still left in
trying to run a race with lead fields is "lodged" badly.
weights in your pockets.
•*
Many more acres of small grain
The principal acid in soils is seeded this year over previous
not hydrochloric, nitric, sulfuric years.
Obion County Beekeepers held
or any of the other more-commonly known acids. These acids a very interesting meeting last
are soluble in water and would Thursday night at Obion School.
easily wash out of the soil, re- Isiah Coleman, president of the
sulting in decreased acidity. But county association, exhibited varwe know soil acidity increases ious pieces of equipment needed
with prolonged movement of to keep bees and demonstrated
rainwater through the soil. This their use. The county association
comes about because the main soil has 34 members.
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WALKER'S DELUXE
Not four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS OLD.
Straight Bourbon Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8 Proof

CANADIAN CLUB
Its the "Best in the
House" in 87 Lands! Six
years old, 90.4 Proof

Fifth

$6.25

Fifth

3.95

Fifth

$4.00

$5.40

Fifth

$2.45

Pint

Pint

$3.95

$2.50

Pint

$3.40

Pint

2 Pint
1
$1.25 /

$2.00

$1.30

2 Pint
1
/

1/1 Pint

ti Pint

HIRAM

$1.70

RIA
WALKER, INC.: WALKERVILLE - PEO

4M

Jimmy
;Mr.
Martin.
. Webb
of St.
visitors

Ads

t)

FOR THE Brer Deal tyn Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Ha r v ey
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
while you wait. Forrester's
Phone 674. We trade for your
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
old equipment.

CLASSIFIED ADS

MECHANICS needed: good salary.
Apply in person to Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Fourth Street, Fulton, Ky.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled_ See Cleo
Peeples, Servioe Manager of
The Harvey Calder,sil Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

chine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum clean- MAYTAG WASHERS,
standard
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
and automatic models, $139.95
Phone 35, Church Street.
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

TS

CE
0.

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Ftoli-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

v.35

For The

and

CLEANEST

lies
tc.

USED FURNITURE
buy it at

Inch
sts

TV ANTENNAS: W. installtrade-repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
WE SERVICE air conditioners,
home freezers, refrigerators, gas
and electric stoves, gas and electric hot water heaters. gas and
oil furnaces. We do not service
washers or dryers. Call Jones
and House Service Company at
466 (Nites, emergencies and
holidays call 2169). Bill Clements is our barytes man; quick
service guaranteed.
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
-We buy white oak standing
Umber, custom iogs. custom
stave and heeding bolts. Contact us for prices and specifications. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
5-4765 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
Lewis, Buyer TeL Chapel 7Ills Mayfield, Ky.

BEST

FREE PARKING!
LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

'EXCHANGE

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

Furniture Company

Charles Stafford

Mack Ryon
Tull=

Church Street

Its MAUI to SeVe money
Bring your washing to the

Fulton

Fobs Lanadantte

TV SERVICE
limMagee

DRS
Wrest
Ky.

• 14 washers
Capacity 9 or 16 pounds
• 6 Dryers
NEW PICTURE TUBRS
Cepecity $0 pounds each
Pickup and delivery

Located on Carr in old King
Motor Co. building:
Open 7:.. m. to 10: p. m.

No money down
Monthly terms
Authorised Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all maks,.

& W Afpliances
(Garland Merryman, Cecil

215 Main

Fulton, Ky.

STEVENS. Model 59- A. 410$64.00
gauge: bolt action.
REMINGTON. Mod el 871
Pump, 16-gauge. U mod. Like
$75.00
new
SAVAGE. Model 775 with Deluxe poly and recoil pad. It
1175.00
gauge
REMINGTON, Model 11-48, 11$70.00
gauge, MI mod.
WINCHESTER, M•d el 11
pomp, 12-gauge, VI mod.: like
$75.00
new
REMINGTON. Model 11-41. it$70.011
game. SO hill
BROWNING. light-weight Serener ventilated rib. Like
new.
12-Gauze single barrel $10.11

$60.00
SOO& like new
WINCHESTER. Model 61. tt$45.00
game, like new
WINCHESTER, Model 67, Et1112.0e
game, single-shot
REMINGTON, Model 514, 22cease single shot like
$14.00
new
WIEVENS, Model 117-B, 211-$7.4.00
automate
Winchester gun-cleaning kits
for 12-111-10-ga1ge Motown
sed it rifles. Reg. $1.29 velem;
$1.95
SALE PRICE

LEADER
SPORTING GOODS
2nd Floor. The Leader Store
Lake Street

309 Walnut

Phone 61

Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

USED RIFLES

ORIA

-see--

Farm

USED SHOTGUNS
FOR SALE

D"

When Ws
Real Estate in Fulton

Wade) CHARLES W.BURROW

Phone 126

Fulton

B. E. Headers=

Bruce Edgar Henderson, 82, a
lifelong resident of Fulton, died
at 3:30 a. m. Friday at Jones HosWARD'S
pital here.
He was a retired farmer.
MUSIC SHOP
He is survived by a sister, Mrs.
B. B. Alexander of Fulton and
RCA and Magnavox several
nieces and nephews.
TV and Hi-Fi
Funeral services were held at
2:30 p. m. Saturday at 9Vhitnel
Phone TU 59404
Union City Funeral Home with Rev. Oakley
Woodside and Rev. Charles Roe
(Complete stock)

Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
FOR REM : Floor sanding ma- Mail orders-Special orders

WE RENT - - - -

DEATHS

-The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I

DONT MOVE 191711017T
CALLING COLLECT
555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
1 TRANSFER CO.

SHERIFF'S SALE
By virtue of an order directed
to me which issued from the Fulton Circuit court in favor of Veneta Worley, Plaintiff, vs. John
Worley, Defendant, I. M. E. forrbon. Sheriff of Fulton County,
or one of my deputies, will on
Monday, December 14, 1959, at
2:30 o'clock P. M.. at the Courthouse in Fulton, Kentucky, expose
to the highest and best bidder at
public auction the following propLoin Ne. 5, 6. 7, and 8 in Block
I in C. R. Rice's Addition to the
Chi of Felten. Kentucky, and
being the =BM elrePert, eenVeYWI I. Ube mid Paul M. Hersbeak by T. L. ilterray
by
Deed dieled Settemnber 7, 1930.
recorded In Deed Book U, Pees
rt. And further being the same
property cesiverod to John IL
leerier and lite wits Wallas
Worley by Deed dated °Mobs,
IS, 1939, tram Paul M. liershink
and wife, Ana W. Hernbeek and
reseeded is Deed Beek U, Page
4/17 M the Ciarkt Mini of Tains alums COOK Kaallasikr.
!areal No. 1 - Begirseing at
the sonthwest earner of
ea the met aide of Rim Anima
ram theme meth to the sestliwen corner of Let Ne. 3; Ohms*
emt 151 feet Maar the meth line
at LM No. 3 M an Wks; Cheese
meth II test to a stake at the
nonlikeest earner at this lek
theme WON 110 fast to the beginalag earner.
p•roe5
g
A mends bows
III in whet is dew as Eiseetila,
a aishillehissi et. but net a part
of, the town of Vtiltea. TIMM
DeentY, Keatesky. Bet Leis Na
I and Ns. I in Sleek R of C. R.
Riots AdSithen to •• tows of
Molten. Kentucky. (See feemer
Deed to D. V. iterryinse stall to
Witeetker, Dee! Beek U
and V). Said Ms freed an Rise
Amami and en the met die of
mid avenue and are de ird sal
4th lain on the east idle of mid
Rios Avenue from Earl Street.
Raid lets are 100 feet wide and
1$0 feet long.
Parcel No. I- This is what is
known as the Baseksmith Let of
the L. B. Realm Estate and is
idluatidin ItioevIlle, a sellodividea et the teen et Pliltem Ia.lucky as Mown by a Plat of C.
Rke and is known as limb
Addithia to the town of Felbra,
Keatasky and it is here described as part of Eat No. 1 la
Block IP Rice's Addition to the
town of Fulton, Kentucky. This
let fronts west 56 feel ea Rise
Avenue and runs back 34 feet
and 4 Inches to the Reed-111rminghom Hee.
Said sale will be for cask or
on a credit of 6 months with interest at 6 percent per annum,
riving good and approved security therefor.

HALLMARK greeting Cords
RYTEX 'Personalized*
Stationery

11. F. Lawrence
Benjamin F. Lawrence, 69, a
farmer of Water Valley Rt. 2,
died at 4 a. m. Friday in the Fulton Hospital.
He was a member of the Bayou
de Chien Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Survivors include three brothers, George Lawrence and Luther Lawrence, both of Water Valley and J. H. Lawrence of Fulton.
and two sisters, Mrs. George
Smith of Amarillo, Texas, and
Mrs. E. J. Hall of Water Valley.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. Sunday at the Bayou de

Last Of Trainnsen
With Casey Jones
Dies At Age Of 81

BICYCLES, wagons, tricycles,
kiddie cars, little tractors, scooters, in fact ALL kinds of wheel
toys for Christmas can be found
at Scates Goodrich Store, Ill
Lake Street, Fulton. Telephone
389.
I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the oportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials, Torn
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.

Long Terms-Easy Payments

Felton

SAVE MONEY

--AU kinds --

Buy Auto Ineurance on
-- Crops. buildings,
Our 3-PAT PLAN
vehicles, etc. -MP% DOWN. St% in MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy. Is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 69 - 160

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
208 Main St.

Phone 5

the opening of

MARTHA'S BEAUTY SHOP

Just To Remind You

at her home on Highway 94,
five miles west of Fulton.

We Still Have a Few Pieces of
SKYWAY LUGGAGE
at 25% Reduction
- Also All Suits at Great Reduction.
Some as low as $27.50.

Permanents, $5.00 and up

MARTHA'S BEAUTY SHOP

Grisham-Buttermorth
Next Door to City Hall

Fulton Route 4

Kasnow's Dep

Telephone 1424W3

ent Store
WA

.

STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER' 28'
U1& WM Ladies Dresses - Junior -Eases- Half Sizes - $5.111
. to .
ouse prates
6.98 Ladies Dress Pumps - Medium & High Heels - - $5.11
4.91 Ladies Pumps - Queen Anne Heels
- - $3.1
CM & 6A Suede Boots- Beige & Brews Only
- - $3.99
2.98 to 4.98 Children's Dresses Sizes 1 to 14
- Reduced 1/4
"meememomens,

LADIES

COATS

AND CAR COATS
Your Choice Of Any Coat From Our Stock

REDUCED 1/4 PRICE
•

•

•

•

•

•

Christmas Buys For Men
"Block" Sport Shirts
"Block" White Dress Shirt

Wool flannel Slacks
Wool Sport Coats

FARM INSURANCE

few minas always

announces

Chein Curnbe-land Presbyterian
Church with the Rev. L. E. Moore
officiating. Burial was in Camp
Beauregard Cemetery.

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 30-3

late and
make up

S. MARTHA SHEEHA/1

Christmas Ties

FARM LOANS
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Webb, hooked their engine onto hour and 30 minutes
the train in Memphis. Mr. Critten- Casey would
have to
The last surviving trainman den said when retelling th famous
some
of
that
time.
who accompanied Casey Jones on story.
his famous fatal ride in 1900 died
"I talked to Jones a
"I saw Jones talking to the conrecently in a railroad hospital.
ductor, who was giving Casey in- utes. He was laughing,
William Henry Crittenden, 81. structions. No. 1 was about an and joking."
was riding in an express car behind Casey's engine when it slammed into the rear of a freight
train in Vpughan, Miss„ killing
Jones and giving birth to a bit of
American folk history.
Jones and his fireman, Sim

M. E. Garrison, Sheriff
Fulton, County
Rodney A. Miller
Attorney for Plaintiff

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion

officiating. Burial was in Greenlee Cemetery..

All Wool flannel Suits
Car Coats - Suburban Coats
Flannel & Rayon Robes

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.Christmas Buys For The House

2.98 & 3.98

Bath Mat Sets

2.98 Throw Rugs
11° & 1-50•Hobnail Spreads Lint Free
7.98 & 9-98 Heirloom Spreads
14.95 & 19.95 Single Blanket - 72x84 Size

1.00 to 2.98
1.98 & 2.98
4.98
6.98
- 2.98

1.00

'
95 Bath Towel - 243E46 Size
29
12.95 to 19.95•Towel Sets
3.98 & 5.98 Pillow Case Sets

1.98 & 1.98
1.98 & 2.98

Lake Street

448 - 50 - 52
Lake Street

Fulton, ICI%

Fulton, Ky.

448 - 50 - 52

The News reports your - - - -

the midshipmen. And added to the
gaiety of the trip will be the fact
that Dr. Thomas and Wilda Callahan ( formerly of Platon) and
their two sons. Skipper and Bill
of Manor Club Estate. Marland
will meet the Fulton party in Annapolis and will stay for the
Naval Academy PEP MEETING
Thursday night. After the pep
meeting the crowd will have dinner together in Annapolis. The
Callahans, Wright. and Falls will
go to the lovely Callahan home
for the weekend — and come Saturday the three couples will take
a special train out of Washington
for — Philadelphia — and the
ballgame! Ruth will remain at Annapolis until Saturday when she
and several other "drags" will also be on hand for the game. So —
it's "Anchors Aweigh" for the
folks who'll be on the N-A-V-Y
side rooting for the middies!

Marlene Deason Becomes Bride
Of Morgan Slayden In Detroit

a
Miss Marlene Delwin, daugh- was of chantilly lace, with
ted
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Des- fitted bodice with assimila
and the
son, 19189 Bloon, Detroit, Mich- pearls at the neck
length
igan became the bride of Morgan wrist. H e r shoulders
of
illusion
an
was
veil
wedding
Othel
of
son
of
Detroit,
Slayden
pearls.
Slayden and the late Mrs. Slay- Chantilly lace and seeded
orden of Fulton, Saturday night, She carried a bouquet of
white
interspersed with
chid
o'clock
at
six
1959
14,
er
Novemb
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
In the Eastown Church of Christ carnations.
Miss Finley's dress was waltz
In Detroit, Michigan.
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The impressive double ring length and of pale pink satin
a
ceremony was solemnized by trimmed in lace. She wore
Ernest Scarbarough, minister of tiara of pink lace. Her corsage
Laughter "rippled 'round the table" at the Harvey
the church, before an assem- -was of white and pink carnaPewitt home on Rt. No. 4 for the past week — and we
bly of the immediate families tions.
Mrs. Deason, mother of bride,
do mean rippled — because there was a real occasion
and friends.
attractively dressed in a
was
family
ely
a
had
elaborat
was
church
sisters
The
er
for gaiety when the five Browd
length dress of blue lace,
street
and
y
greener
with
d
decorate
reunion. Yes, the "Browder girls" were all together for
with a matching hat. Her corsage
arrangements of white glads.
A program of nuptial music was of pink rosebuds.
a whole week of conversation, fun and certainly much
The reception following the
they
given by Mrs. Scarharoogh,
was
things
many
how
e
imagin
good food. We can well
The Arlington Jaycees enjoyed soprano, who sang "Because" wedding ceremony was at Roma
a dinner at the Park Terrace Mon- (D'Hardelot) and "I Love You Hotel on Gratiot Avenue. Followhad to talk about, their husbands, children — and grandleft
nice
day evening.
these
uce
introd
better
we'd
s
Truly." The traditional wedding ing the reception the couple
children. But perhap
used for the pro- for a two week wedding trip
were
marches
homethe
for
s
hostes
the
there's
people to you — first
The American Legion Auxili- cessional and recesidonal.
through the southern and eastern
ary met on Tuesday night of last
coming, Myrtie Pewitt, who probably arranged for the
The lovely bride was given states. Enroute they are visiting
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Engagement Of Miss Linda Hale To
Maxwell McDade, Jr. Announced
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Pullen County and was• member
of Liberty Baptist Church.

REATIIS
Waller Wads
Services for Walter Wade, who
tiled Sunday night at 910 at the
Burton Nursing Home at Clinton.
were held Tuesday afternoon at
2, at the Whitnel Funeral Home
Chapel in Fulton. The Rev. James
Rose officiated. Burial was in
Fairview Cemetery in Fulton. He
was 83.
Mr. Wade had been in 111 health
for eight years. He was born in

ANEW

Mr. Wade leaves • brother,
Coyle Wade of Union City; three
sons. Roy Wade of Hickman,
Route 4, Ernest Wade of Last Chicago, lnd., and 011ie Wade of St.
Louis. Mo.; two daughters, Mrs.
Helen Oaken of Long Island City,
N. Y., and Mrs. Louise Burnside
of Dayton, Ohio; 11 grandchildren,
and a number of nieces and
nephews.

J. W. Burin

New Parrel Post
Rates Effective
On February 1

•AMIN SPRINGS

New parcel pent F11.48 announced last week will so into effect
Feb. 1, well after Christmas mailing is finished.
Postmaster General Arthur Z.
Suminerfield announced the effective date late Saturday, averaging 17.1 per cent and totaling
about 88 million dollars • year,
were approved Friday by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Joseph Wiley Burton of Martin died Nov. 18 at his home.
Services were held last Wednesday afternoon at 1:30 at the
First Baptist Church in Martin.
The Rev. George Sparks and the
Rev. Charles A. Wing° officated.
Burial, under direction of W. W.
Jones and Sons Funeral Home of
Martin, was in Mt. Moriah Cemetery.
Mr. Burton was born Feb. 21,
1881. He was retired. He was a
member of the First Baptist
Church of Martin. Mr. Burton
was the son of the late Burton
and Louisa Rankin Burton.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Tad&
Jarrell Burton; three sons, James
and Herman turton, both of
Chicago, and Preston Burton of
Martin; a daughter, Mrs. Lloyd
Scearce of Roselle, Ill.; 10 grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Pallbearers were Clint Wash,
Hassell Ross, Mien Rowlett, Fred
Wade, James Alice, and Connie

CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Bondurant—

Mrs. Ceres

Mr. Cecil Davis, a patient in
Hillview hospital, has undergone
surgery and is doing nicely according to reports. His many friends wish an earls recovery.
Mrs. Zd Triable continues to
Improve from •lame limb at her
bane near hens, although she will
be confined to her bed for a few
months now. She wishes to thank
those who sent cards. made calls,
sent flowers, and especially for
the prayers.
Rev. James Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and the evening service
held preceding the BTU service
at 7:30 p. m.
Mies Olivia uunzungham was
indisposed a few days last week,
suffering from a cold.
The farmers over this area have
been engaged in combining Kobe
and Korean lespedeza seeds and
quite a lot have been sowed, although the price is low compared
to former years. an ample supply
will be saved for home seeding in
1060.
Mrs. Hellen Davidson is not
quite so well and is now confined
to her bed.
Mr. Dave Mathis has about fully recovered from a seige of rheumatism. He is able_ to be out
working some.
Much as I wanted to see that
night blooming cactus and promised I would tell all you readers
sometime ago. it bloomed and I
failed to see the blossom open.
Lightening flashed, thunder roared, rains poured. but that did not
hender nature at all. The next
morning when I passed by to see
how the plant was doing, lo! and
behold, there it was a hugh, beautiful thing all open. Ladies, you
will have to keep a closer watch
than I did.

We are glad to hear Turner
Pudsell is improving nicely in the
Veterans hospitaal in Louisville,
Ky., after having surgery there
last week,
We are geld Rev. Warren Pafford is home from the General
hospital in Jackson, Term., and
U improving nicely.
Miss Mildred Holdnian of Paducah, Ky., spent the weekend
with her grandmother, Mrs. Ella
Holly.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Cruce
from Warren. Mich. and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Tucker, Sr., had suppet Thursday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Fred McClanahan.
Mr. and Mrs. Keithly Cruce and
Children visited Mr. and Mrs.
Fred McClanahan Thursday night.
Mrs. E. W. Bethel of Fulton
spent the weekend with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Allen,
while her husband is a patient
in the Jones hospital. We wish
him a speedy recovery.
We are sorry to hear of the
DRIVE-EN IMAMS
death of Mr. Walter Wade in the
Clinton rest home Sunday night.
limsertly Prepared-.
WED.-THUR.-F111., - Nev. 25-4-7 He is the father of Roy Wade of
(Starts at 7:00 and 11:55)
Washed—Laboratory
near Cayce and we extend sympathy to the family.
TIM HANGING TREE
Teemed—Pre* Boreles
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Campbell
Cooper
Gary
With
...Easy to Fire. Per.
and little son of Lone Oak. Ky..
Pertly skied for fesseco,
SAT.-SUN. - Nev. 18-29
spent the weekend with Mrs. BesFURNACE RUINS
(Starts at 8:30)
stove. stokes.
sie Campbell.
The ruins of the Bellefonte Iron
Mrs. Bessie Campbell received
RIDE A CROOKED TRAIL.
a message from Los Angeles, Furnace, most famous of all early
With Audie Murphy
Calif.. of the death of Mr. Nan iron furnaces, can be seen along
(Also: starts at 7: and 9:55)
Edminston who formerly lived Ky. 5 near edge of Ashland. The
UNDERSEA WEL
here. She was born and lived here furnace was erected in 1826 and
With Mara Corday
was operated successfully for 70
Telephone 51
until the moved to California.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. years.
Roy Cruce were Mr. and Mrs.
James Freeman and Howard, Mrs.
J. S. Demean and Mr. and Mrs.
Kerry Morris of Martin, Tenn.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Smith were Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sams, Mr. and
The Airline Gas Company of Fulton takes pleasure
Mrs. Lewis Sams. Mr. and Mrs.
TomSams and Mr. Lee Roper.
In announcing moving
The following friends and relatives surprised Mr. Jim Ammons
Friday night on his birthday: Mr.
to our New Office and Warehouse
and Mrs. James McMurray and
Miss Sallie Ammons, Mr. and
Mrs. Cliff Wade, Mr. and Mrs.
located al
Robert Lowery and Quretha, Mr.
and Mrs. Damon Vick, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Menees, Miss Jean Fuller, Mr. Mayo Wall, and Harold
Hampton. Coffee and birthday
cake were served and everyone
had an enpoyable evening.

Free Burning

COAL

You'll Like!

STARLITE

CITY COAL CO. ,

mkt, Mich., returned last week
COAL NEM IRON
•Walt"Wm*
.and
Northeastern Kentucky is sidlat present are ataYllit wItti
ed

Midi•

Services at Johnson Grove and
Chapell Hill were attended by
good crowds Sunday and Sunday
night.
Our community extends deepest sympathy to Mrs. Jimmy McGawan in the recent death of her
husband.
John Smith spent a few dart in
Morganfteld, Ky. last week and
attended the funeral at his aunt,
Mrs. Mollie Callender. who was
97 years old.
Mrs. Virgil Green of near Mayfield is spending a week with her
mother, Mrs. Mettle Renfro, who
is on the sick lit.
Mrs, Myrtle Orleans has been a
patient in the Weakley County
Hospital in Martin for the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and
Jane spent Sunday in Dyer, Tenn..
with Mrs. Lowe's mother, Mrs.
Jessie Raines.
Mrs. Ben Davis was in Memphis
shopping one day last week.
Mrs. Martha Covineton is
spending several weeks with her
son, Bill. in Gary, Ind.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
children and Mrs. Kenny Roberts
of Paducah spent a few hours
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Stem.
Mr. and Mrs. William Long and
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove
are having work done on their
homes building a room and
porches.
Mr. Algie Hay had the misfortune of getting a finger mashed pretty badly last week when
a car door was slammed on his
hand. It required several stitches.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wilson of
•

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

the "region where coal meets
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Inn."
Mrs. Cluirles Lowe was pleasantly surprised last Thursday
111111r1111111
when she went to spend the day
with her brother, Bernard Adams The liamostiosal New kerwellee
Ilelliselawra -nee Tem
and his wife. When they opened
No Belts — Be Straps —
the door, quite a crowd began
No Odors
sbsilni "HAPPY Birthday." A
wonderful dinner was served at
City Drug Co.. Pubis
noon. Those attending were Mrs.
Bud Stem, Mrs. William Long,
'‘sairM11=1011011111131
Mrs. Bill Freeman, WS. Nelson
Tripp, Mrs. Jack Lowe and Jane.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Adams, Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Adams. Roy
Adams of Martin, Mrs. Harry
All trace of latterease
Gordon. Ernest Lowe, Tillman
Adams, and Mrs. Paul Butts.
SAVE ! GET our

Dewey Jobason

PURCHASE AREA

PACKAGE DEAL

The purchase Area of Kentucky
is bounded by great rivers on
three sides — the Ohio on the
north, Mississippi on the west and
the Tennessee on the east.

"Covering everything"

of course
beer
belongs
with
piping

HASENPFEFFER
Steaming Hasenpfeffer (spiced rabbit, served in gravy)... the
very thought of it causes many mouths to water! Are you one
of those who know? Hasenpfeffer, like Bierkarpfen and many
other delightful Old-World dishes is really easy to prePare,
and a delight to serve.
If you've had beer only with sandwiches and cold dishes, you're
in for a pleasant surprise. With piping, spicy Hasenpfeffer, as
with many other hot dishes, the light, bright taste of beer just
can't be beat! Try it...see if you don't agree.

Iratekee, Melia and Thee
Meet et All Made AresNNW Repeirel at Lew Out

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

432 Lake fit
Felles, 17.
Phone US

Titv begmr....6,46,az
i

IIENTUCKY
1523 DIVISiON U.S. sinvets2.FOUPIDATION

BOY Your Feed

WHOLESALE

683 West Parkway Avenue

Searcy.

Fulton. Kentucky

Donald H. Finch
Highways 45 and 51 By-Pus
Come Seelig

\

Get More Out Of Li!

Go Out To A Movie!
Open Every
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Adm. 15c — 50c

1

Starts Friday,Then Sat.It Sun.
Here's To Men — Bless Their Clean
Cut Faces, And Dirty Little Minds!

he death of Donald H. French,
West Hollywood, Florida, former
Lynnville resident, was announced here today. Mr. French died
Nov. 18.
He is survives by his wif.e, a
son, Frank L. French, Hialeah,
Fla., a daughter, Mrs. Fred Kirby of Washington, D. C., and a
sister, Mrs. Cora Shelton of
Lynnville.
Burial was Thursday afternoon in Nashville, Tenn.

DOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS
EASIER
NEW
HOMELITE

It's all about THE FEMALE JU GLE!

eaT1114E
BEM'oF
EVERYIIIIN

When yea hay your feed from The Browder Milling Company at Fallon, Kentucky yet hay
direct from the muufaderer to you. We have our own feed manufacturing equipment, including dry mixers, molasses mixer, pellet mill and machine for making crumbles. All oar
quality feeds are registered with the Tennessee Department of Agriculture and with the
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station. All feeds are guaranteed.
Save yourself money and still get top quality feed by letting Browder Milling Company fill
your feed needs.
Listed below are some of the fine feeds manu-

factured by The Browder Milling Company:

Browder's 48% Hog Supplement
Browder's 35% Hog Supplement
Browder's Pig & Sow Feed
Browder's 18% Pig Starter
Browder's Specia114% Hog Ration
(All these feeds in mash or pellets)

Biddie's Choice Laying Mash or Pellets
Browder's Chick Starter Mash or Crumbles
Browder's Chick Grower Mash or Pellets
Sweet 16% Dairy Feed
Big 16% Dairy Feed
Browder's Calf Grower
Also BROWDER has corn, corn chops, bran, shorts,
scratch feed. cob mix, oats, granite grit, oyster
shells, mineralised salt, plain salt. Stockade Mineral. meal. flpur, hog feeders and other items too
numerous to mention.

OOLOR by De LUX(
STINNIOPMKM00 1101.110

2a

4,1

only $15350

WE ALSO DO CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

Casnalete FOIL Iet.ry

V.

fliit LANCE STEPHEN BOYD.SUZY MIER
MARTHA HYER • DIANE BAKER BRIAN AHERNE • ROOT EVANS
IANIT6U7SCO • EDITH SOMMER
:
" ib lANN RUN
Lulls irocAN
morm woo
— Plus Color Cartoon —
JOAN CRAWFORD
"IN THE BAG"
/11010111.1.111.111111111111111
.
.
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.r

• direct &we
• cuts 16' trees In 16 second*
• foils trout up to 3 feet
In diameter
• Weighs only 19 pound*
(loss bar and chain)

MIRK FIRST OF QUALITY
...DUNK FIRST Of HORIELITE

Barnette Tractor Co.
207 E. 4th

Phone 181

E3ROWDER
MILLING COMPANY INCORPORATED
Fulton, Kentucky
Phones 900-901-902

e •,
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Fulton High School News

Red Devils Win
Over Dresden

ton — None.
BOYS
B. Fulton (60) Pos. Dresden (25)
Taylor 10
Hughes 10
F
Hawks 4
Reed 7
7
Moubray 2
C
billies. 15
A. Hawks 10 G.... Winston 1
Todd 1
Parchman 9 0
Substitutes: South Fulton —
Brooks 1, Haley, Lowe, Pope,
Dowdy, Parr. Dresden — Garones
5, Cashon 2. Harris, Harrison.
Olive, Miller, Speight, Parker.

Dresden girls defeated South
Robertson, who is a former FIIS Fulton 31-22, but the host boys
teacher, is replacing her.
downed the visitors 60-15, in •
basketball double header Friday
The basketball season is start- night at South Fulton.
ing with its first game Tuesday, Dresden (31) Pos. S. Fulton (22)
December 1. at Wingo. It's about
Peeples 5
Oliver 17
time we had another sport going. Rowlett 11
Cruet 6
F
it seems ages since our last foot- Dunn 3
12
Vincent
P
ball game - - and everyone knows Dames
Outland
how school spirited FHS'ers are.
Gunner
G
Walker
Everyone wants a big crowd to
G
Uggery
Gary
game;
first
at
its
team
our
Turkeys aren't the only only support
GIRLS
high
jr.
the
see
Mrs. Martha Sheehan anones getting attention these days. be there at 7:00 to
Substitutes: Dresden — Blake- nounces the opening of Martha's
It seems the football boys have game.
more, Spraight, Kelly, South Ful- Beauty Shop in her home on
had two dinners and as assembly
Poor Robert E. Lee, if anyone
Highway 94, five miles west of
In their honor. Last week thirty
Fulton. An announcement ad apboys had a steak dinner at the read my story that was lifted from PLAIN TALK—
pears elsewhere in today's issue
Park Terrace, their hosts were the Kennel last week, he prob(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. W. P. Burnette and Mrs. W. ably remembers what a beating at my job. That was a terrible of The News.
L. Holland. Then this week a our statue takes. Recently he period. Then I learned that one of
group of very nice people hosted broke his nose, actually it gives my close friends had incurable NORMAN TERRY—
41 of the boys at Reelfoot Lake. him a certain distinction - - being cancer and had only a few
(Continued from rage 1)
the only noseless general in hisThe assembly which took place tory. It seems Mr. Martin, prin- months to live. Then I saw how recently purchased the Gator
Candy factory in Tampa.
yesterday was for the purpose of cipal, did not like the occurrence lucky I was."
"But what did you do?" I asked.
giving the deserving football play- though, much to the regret of sevMrs. Ivey's first husband, Rich"Well, there was enough insurers their letters.
eral students.
ard Gerrish, grandson of former
ance to keep me from starving
Governor Sampson of Kentucky,
Mrs. Patricia Steele, commercial
A very Happy Thanksgiving to and keep a roof over my head, but was killed in Korea in 1950. They
teacher, has left Fulton High for everyone on this day of remem- that was not enough. I didn't want had the first set of twins, a boy
to become a human vegetable. I and a girl, born in the Army of
the rest of the year. Mrs. Bill bering and giving thanks.
wanted to do something."
Occupation in Japan. Col. Ivey al"To occupy time?" I said.
so has a set of twins, boys, and
Gus
Cayce;
1; Harry Sublette,
"No, a vegetable occupies time. both seta of twins are about the
Farmer, Fulton; Mrs. Barney What I wanted was something
Speight, Fulton; Mrs. J. R. Hogan, constructive, something to tran- same age.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry have three
The following were patients at Fulton; Miss Cora Sublette, Clin- scend the handicap. I was always
grandchildren and four stepthe local hospitals as of late Wed- ton; Mrs. Morgan Davidson, Ful- a fairly good pianoist but not the
ton, Rt. 1; Morgan Davidson, Ful- best. you understand. I have al- grandchildren.
nesday morning:
Mr. Terry has two sisters, Mrs.
ton, Rt 1; Mrs. J. H. Maddox, Ful- ways liked good music. So I began
HILLVIEW:
ton; Mrs. Mike Fry, Fulton; and to play again. I hadn't for so long. Moselle Terry of St. Petersburg,
Fla. and Mrs. Katheryn WillingFreddie Parker, Mrs. May E. J. Hay, Fulton, Rt. 4.
"What happened?" I inquired. ham of Fulton. When Mozelle's
Howard
Campbell, Ervin Sheffer,
"At first I felt that it wasn't late husband, Lt. Charles Smith, a
Humphries, Mary Moss Hales,
any use. Then a marvelous thing pilot, was killed in a plane crash
Lula Mae Morris, Costella Chamhappened. I began bearing music in 1925 in St. Louis, his good fribers. and Fronie Roach. all of Fulfor the first time. Really hearing end. Charles Lindberg, who was
ton; Hershel Hicks, Water Valley;
it. The other senses sharpen when later to win fame with his famous
and W. H. Pounds, Greenfield.
you lose one, you know."
flight across the Atlantic to Paris.
"Really hearing music? I never came to Fulton to pay his respects
Open season for hunting deer
JONES HOSPITAL:
thought
about
it.
I
usually
pay and spent the weekend in Mr.
specified counties is
Mrs. Finis Sandling, Clifford with gun in
certain exceptions, rapt attention when I listen. I Terry's home.
Peery, Mrs. J. W. Shepherd, Mrs. Dec. 4-6, with
Department of Fish don't quite understand what you
J. W. Robertson, Jack Burns the Kentucky
mean." I said.
says.
Cayce, Mrs. Cora Nichols, Mrs. and Wildlife Resources
"Do you know that music
The archery season for deer
Ed Shelton and Baby, and Mrs.
breathes and has life. And that
Nov.
19.
closed
all
of
and
McClanahan
Baby,
John
Regulations concerning hunting one artist gives the same comFulton.
areas, weapons, permits, hours, position a different subtle shadtagging, reporting check stations ing. If you listen closely, you can
FULTON HOSPITAL:
Mrs. David Carter, Wingo Rt. 1; and such may be obtained from hear it and feel it. You can feel
Dorothy Vaughan, Water Valley. the wildlife agency or from the the emotional impact."
"I never thought of it that way."
Rt. 2; Vick Henderson, Fulton, Rt. Kentucky 'Department of Public
I said.
1; Add Lusk, Fulton. Rt. 4; Mrs. Relations.
"Well, the point is that everyHershel Cobb and baby, Hickthing has more to it than you
man; Mrs. Ray Boyd, Water Val- Tuesday Is Election
imagine. And you can find it if
ley, Rt. 2.
Day In South Fulton
you try. It just requires the willMrs. Arthur Bugg, Clinton, Rt.
2; Mrs. Ethel Cooper, Hickman,
Tuesday, Dec. 1, will be election ingness to receive.
This man's attitude toward life
Rt. 4; Lonney Anderson, Fulton, day in South Fulton and at that
Rt. 3; Mrs. Flossie Harris, Fulton, time a new mayor and city coun- exemplifies the courage of the
human race in face of great odds.
Rt. 3; J. C. Walker. Clinton, Rt. cil will be elected.
And on this Thanksgiving we are
thankful for more than the Turkey
and what it symbolizes; we are
thankful for the courage of others
who have made the present more
comfortable for us. It is now our
Complete Assortment
turn for courage to make the
future more secure. Perhaps if we
were blind we, too, could see more
clearly the subtleties of courage.
PINK AND BLUE SMALL TESTAMENTS
And perhaps we could again play
the chords we have long forgotten
or cast aside because of our busy
daily activity. As the peasant we
will know the firmness of the
Lake Street
Fulton
ground. As the nobleman we will
know the beauty of the lofty sig.
If we were blind to see, courage
would not be only a word; it
would be man's historical struggle
to elevate himself above the animal to the pedestal of a deity.

Since school has been out since
11:00 yesterday, there hasn't been
an awful lot of activity in Pulton's halls. The greatest amount
of disturbance and excitement was
in everyone's head. After all, a
four and a half day weekend. with
a big Thanksgiving dinner thrown
In besides, this is something to be
calm about?!

Mrs. M. Sheehan
Opens Beauty Shop

HOSPITAL NEWS

Deer Hunting
December 4-6

BIBLES

White Bibles

BARGAINS IN LADIES SHOES!

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from Page 1)
completely comforting conversation that I have had in a very long
time. I stopped by Clyde Fields'
Service Station on West State Line
and I chatted with him about his
sign that many of you have read
so often. It says: "Closed on Sundays. Det. 5:13:.14." I told him I
had passed there so many times
and wondered about the sign and
he said to me: "Jo, look it up and
read it. That's what I tell everybody."
Now there aren't many people
In our Lives for whom we have
greater respect and admiration
than we do for Clyde Fields. His
talk with me was the epitome of
Thanksgiving beliefs. With the
greatest sincerity he said to me
that for six days a week he works
for himself and his family and in
thanksgiving for the work he is
able to do for himself and the living he earns for his family, the
seventh day belongs to the Lord.
We imagine that everyday is
Thanksgiving Day for Clyde
Fields and many, many other people around Fulton and Fulton
County. Its as it should be. While
we can look around us and find
so many people less fortunate
than we are we know that even
they have many things for which
to be thankful. Life is not easy
for anybody, regardless of their
positions in life. But it is made
easy. I am sure, if we but stop to

Factory returns and new sample shoes in famous
Naturalizers and Grace Walkers at a fraction of
regular price. Sizes 4B to 10AAA; new styles in
heels: many extra-narrow widths. Serve yourself:
pay cashier!

$1.99 BUYS ANY PAIR
Forrester's Shoe Shop - 212 Main Sired

Seed For FallSowing
Mr. Farmer: come to A. C. Butts and Sons for
the fall seed you need. You know that you can depend on us.
Fescue

Red Top
Timothy
Orchard Grass
By. grass
Ladino and White Dr.tc.h Clover

KEEPS ENGINES
100% CLEANER
multi-range! Resists change
due to temperatures to give
instant starts phis top milesper-gallon. Stop in today.
Change to new Multi-Range
5D Koohnotor, the oil that
will keep your ongtno 100%
*Low

CHARLES B. ItElliaTT
Falba. Ky.

Continued tram Page oft•
fore him, Ella Doyle and Susan
McDaniel were co-editors for two
and one-half years.
The work room for The Kennel
staff at Fulton High is located on
the first floor and is shared by the
Annual staff and the cheerleaders,
for working purposes.
"Things get so crowded at
times, I escape to the principal's
office," said Anderson.
The newspaper is published about every five weeks. There are
six issues, three each semester.
Those who have contributed the
most to the paper are: the editor.
Wayne Anderson; the news editor.
Martha Herring and her assistant.
Karen Dublin; one of the sales
managers, Bill Wade and Judy
Burton, one of the circulation
managers.
Others on the staff of The Kennel are: assistant editor, Hal Warren; feature editor, Roland Carter and his assistant. Jimmy
Wright; sports editor. Gary Williamson; copy editors, Maridel
Wells, Judy Wolberton and Wanda
Cash; exchange editor, Jean Burnette and her assistant, Dortha
Duke.
Others on the staff include:
business manager, George_ Ray
Gunter and his assistant. Judy
Moore; sales managers. Clete
Beggs. and Kay Morris; advertising manager, Lynn Bushart, and
his assistants, Nancy Bushart and
Carol McNeilly; Circulation manager, Suzanne Johnson and assistant. Thomas Carney.
Reporters on the paper are
Kenneth Leggett, Judy Copeland,
Ronnie Winston, Martha DeMyer,
Phyllis Pigue, Linda Whitnel,
Ophelia Speight Lynn Williamson, Janice Davis. Pam Homra,
and Joyce Owens.

East State Line

Phone 202

Growing Popularity!
1951

$28,000.00

1952

$32,000.00

1953

$36,000.00

1954

$38,009.00

1955

$39,910.00

1956

$41,810.25

1957

$51,753.50

1958

$54,000.00

1959

$51,836.00

CASH IN HAND. . . MEANS
A Happier Holiday For All!

Monday, Nov. 30th
('or anytime
thereafter
you choose)

No matter what your year-end plans
are, they probably all cost money!
The best way to insure that you have money to
carry out ALL your plans is with regular deposits
in a Christmas Club account. It pays off in cash!

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS

FULTON BANK
Salety—Service—Satisfadin
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coming your way Nov. 30th.
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1960
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Seed Oats

$51,836

Our sincere thanks to the 542 1959
Christmas Club members who carried
on this spirit of thrifty weekly savings
during the year.
We know that yours will be a Merrier Christmas because you have planned for it and are now going to have
the money to enjoy it!

WSJ
Ord

Crimson and Red Clover
Wheat
Barley
Balbo Rye

While Testaments

FULTON HIGH—

Tolepbooe

!ban anything I hope that you
stopped to give thanks for what
you have, not only on the last
Thursday of November, but on
every day in the Yew%

(if you were among our 1959 Christmas Club Members)

CITY DRUG COMPANY

New Cities Service 5D
Koolmotor Oil keeps engines
100% dowser. This new oil
provides unprecedented sold
engine protection daring
thaw short trips so ammo,
to daily driving.
And wow ID lochnootor in

Mr. Terry is a member of the give thanks for the things that
First Methodist Church. tbe Ma- we have, and they are many.
:sonic Lodge and the Soil Conservation Society of America.
hope that your Thanksgiving
Mr. Terry, who is one of the Day was a happy one. And more
oldest in number of years of service in the United States to the
Fed •ral Conservation Service,
feels that running a motel should
be easy work, compared with his
conservation duties during the
past 28 years.

Member F. D. I. C.
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